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Stonehenge Designs and Studios
106 S. Gibbs St.  Portland, OR 97239

p. 503.224.3640
f. 800.693.3409

www.stonehengedesigns.com
info.stonehengedesigns@gmail.com

Greeting cards for people who treasure the time-honored 
traditions of reading and writing. (On paper!)



Minimum Order:Minimum Order:  $100
Terms:Terms:  Net 30 (established accounts), pre-paid, COD, Visa, Mastercard, AmEx
Shipping:Shipping:  UPS Ground (unless otherwise requested)
Conditions of sale:Conditions of sale:  All orders must be paid within 30 days. Late payments are subject to late charges
Copyright:Copyright:  Images on all products are copyrighted.

{
The 

Point of View 
Collection

A trio of photographic card lines featuring 
captivating scenes from home and abroad. Our 
bookmark cards combine dreamy images with 
quoted messages to create an ideal backdrop 

for every wish, condolence, thank you and 
invitation. Our everyday and greeted lines help 

you say the perfect thing at the right time to the 
important people in your life. For friends, family, 
travelers and book lovers. Each card features a 
tear-off bookmark with art detail and quote.

 
5" x 7" card with A7 envelope, unsleeved
$23.70 per dozen; $11.85 per 1/2 dozen

retail $3.95 each

The 
Pen and Brush 

Collection
Congratulate, celebrate, and thank with our 

exceptional licensed art cards. Each line features 
the hand-created works of one artist who finds 
meaning in everyday moments. For old friends, 
new parents, new loves, neighbors and anyone 

with a soft spot for house pets. Each card 
features a tear-off bookmark with art detail and 

quote.

4.5" x 6" card with A6 envelope, unsleeved
$23.70 per dozen; $11.85 per 1/2 dozen

retail $3.95 each
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The Bedford Oak

B509
Friendship is a sheltering tree.

- Samuel Taylor Coleridge  

inside :  happy birthday 
 to my friend

birthday
All Together Now

B511
Here’s looking at you, kid.

- Casablanca

inside :  Happy Birthday

birthday

Beachcombers

B513
Enjoy the little things in life, for one day 
you may look back and realize they were 
the big things.  - Robert Brault 

inside :  pause...and enjoy your birthday

birthday

Birthday Cards

Lime and Salt

B520
THE PERFECT MARGARITA 

Blend juice of 1 lime, 1 T. sugar, 1 oz 
tequila, 1/2 oz triple sec, and 1 ice 
cube. Add a splash of sparkling water. 
Serve in a salt-rimmed martini glass.

Sip, and enjoy. inside :  Cheers!

birthday
Wishes Come True

B521
Take a deep breath, follow your 
heart, make a wish.

- Stephen Bennett

inside :  may your wishes come true  
 Happy Brthday

birthday
Birthday Balloons

B522
Today you are You, that is truer 
than true. There is no one alive 
who is Youer than You.

- Dr. Seuss

inside :  Today is your day! 
 Happy Birthday

birthday

Loyal Friend

B525
A good friend is cheaper than 
therapy.

- Anonymous

inside :  my couch is your couch. 
 Happy Birthday

birthday
All You Need Is Love

B528
Love is the flower you've got to 
let grow.

- John Lennon

inside :  thinking of you 
 on your birthday

birthday
Artist at Play

B532
If you obey all the rules, you 
miss all the fun.

- Katharine Hepburn

inside :  It's your birthday… 
                  make your own rules.

birthday
Star Flower

B535
Good friends are like stars.... 
You don't always see them, but 
you know they are always there.

- Anonymous

inside :  happy birthday 
 to a good friend

birthday

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Make a Wish

B504
Life itself is the most wonderful 
fairytale of all.

- Hans Christian Andersen

inside :  May your dreams come 
true. Happy Birthday

birthday
Sugar, Fetch

B505
May your dreams defy the laws of 
gravity.

- H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

inside :  Splash! Happy Birthday!

birthday

2



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards

Cat Nap

B537
Life is too serious to be taken 
seriously.

- Mike Leonard  

inside :  Happy Birthday…  
 seriously!

birthday
Hello?

B540
Be yourself; everyone else is already 
taken.

- Oscar Wilde

inside :  I'm glad you're you… 
 happy birthday

birthday

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards
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Morning Blooms

B542
Plant a seed of friendship; reap a 
bouquet of happiness.

- Lois Kaufman

inside :  to a dear friend, 
 Happy Birthday

birthday
Sunrise

B543
These are the days of miracle and 
wonder.

- Paul Simon 

inside :  have a magical birthday

birthday

Vivace

B545
We are the music makers and we 
are the dreamers of dreams.

- Willy Wonka

inside :  play... dream...
happy birthday 

birthday
A Good Read

B551
Good friends, good books and a 
sleepy conscience: this is the ideal 
life. - Mark Twain  

inside :  Happy Birthday. Enjoy!

birthday
Detour

B560
The really happy person is one 
who can enjoy the scenery on a 
detour.

- Anonymous

inside :  You make life fun.
 Happy birthday!

birthday
Day Off

B561
There’s nothing to match curling 
up with a good book when there’s 
a repair job to be done around the 
house.

- Joe Ryan  

inside :  Relax, it’s your birthday!

birthday

Buddha Baby

B564
Seek the wisdom of the ages, but 
look at the world through the eyes 
of a child.    - Ron Wild  

inside :  May your year be filled 
with wonder and wisdom. 

Happy Birthday!

birthday
Support Your Local Bookstore

B565
When I get a little money I buy 
books, and if any is left I buy food 
and clothes.

- Desiderius Erasmus  

inside : Here’s to keeping your 
priorities straight. Happy 
Birthday!

birthday
Book Town

B567
I do not want to just read books;
I want to climb inside them and 
live there.   - Anonymous

inside :  To a fellow book addict ... 
                 Happy Birthday

birthday
Mini Mozart

B571
You! Yes you, the one reading 
this... You are beautiful, talented, 
amazing, and simply the best at 
being you.  - Anonymous

inside :  Happy Birthday 
                 to wonderful you.

birthday



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards

Strut Your Stuff

B572
Tell me I’m clever, Tell me I’m 
kind, Tell me I’m talented, 
Tell me I’m cute... Tell me I’m 
perfect . But tell me the truth.

- Shel Silverstein  

inside :  The truth is, you're 
fabulous!  Happy Birthday

birthday
Beach Reflections

B573
Tell me, what is it you plan to do 
with your one wild & precious 
life?

- Mary Oliver

inside :  Happy Birthday
 to wild and precious you.

Birthday
Bawk!

B577
A true friend is one who thinks 
you are a good egg even if you are 
half-cracked.

- Bernard Meltzer  

inside :  So glad we ended up in 
the same coop!  Happy Birthday

birthday
Windowsill

B586
Friends are flowers in life’s garden.

- Proverb

inside :  Happy birthday

birthday

Love at First Sight

B590
I saw that you were perfect and I 
loved you. Then I saw that you were 
not perfect and I loved you even 
more.  - Angelita Lim

inside :  Happy birthday to 
perfectly imperfect you.

birthday
Dilemma

B591
The problem with a good book
is that you want to finish the book, but
you don’t want to finish the book.

- Anonymous

inside :  You'll figure out what to do.
Happy Birthday!

birthday
Fireworks

B592
The more you celebrate your life,
the more there is in life to celebrate.

- Oprah Winfrey

inside :  Celebrating you today.
Happy Birthday!

birthday
Destination

B593
Reading is a window to the world!

- Lynn Butler

inside :  The world is your library.
Happy Birthday!

birthday

Dandelion

B599
Never stop making wishes.

inside :  Happy Birthday!

birthday

4

Upside Down

B600
You can find magic wherever you 
look. Sit back and relax, all you 
need is a book.   -Dr. Seuss

inside :  Put your feet up.
Happy Birthday!

birthday
Puffed

B601
You’re only given a little spark of 
madness. You mustn’t lose it.

- Robin Williams  

inside : Happy Birthday!

birthday
Unicorn

B595
Anything is possible. Anything can be.

- Shel Silverstein

inside : May your wishes come true.
Happy Birthday!

birthday



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards

5

Bad Influence

B603
We’ve been friends for so long 
I can’t remember which one of us 
is the bad influence.

- Anonymous

inside :  Looking forward to our next 

adventure. Happy Birthday!

birthday
Pop!

B604
Nobody can be uncheered with a 
balloon.

- Winnie-the-Pooh

inside : Happy Birthday!

birthday
Stacks

B607
Books have to be heavy because 
the whole world’s inside them.

- Cornelia Funke

inside :  Wishing you the world...

Happy Birthday!

birthday

Childhood Friends

B610
Count your age by friends, not years.
Count your life by smiles, not tears.

-John Lennon

inside :  Happy Birthday!

birthday
Just Perfect

B611
Today is a perfect day for a 
perfect day.

inside : Happy Birthday!

birthday
Bold and Beautiful

B612
Happy Birthday

inside :  to you!

birthday
Class Act

B614
A girl should be two things,
classy and fabulous.

- Coco Chanel

inside :  Nailed it. Happy Birthday!

birthday

Cozy Chaos

B616
A book a day keeps reality away.

- Anonymous

inside :  Wishing you a 

fantasy-filled birthday!

birthday
Birthday Tart

B618
Make a wish!

inside :  Wishing you the 
happiest of birthdays! 

birthday
Passage

B623
This is your day!

inside : Happy Birthday!

birthday
Overachiever

B627
Everything in excess! 
To enjoy the flavor of life, take big 
bites.
 - Robert A. Heinlein

inside :  Seize the day! 

Happy birthday!

birthday

Blossoms

B602
Friends are like flowers, blooming in 
the gardens of our lives.

- Margaret Thorne

inside :  Happy Birthday

birthday



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Birthday Cards
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Calico

B630
The cat's out of the bag... it's your 
birthday!

inside :  Hope it's the cat's meow!

birthday
Tree Fairy

B631
Do not grow old, no matter how 
long you live. Never cease to 
stand like curious children 
before the great mystery into 
which we were born. - Einstein

inside : Here's to a year filled 
with wonder and delight. Happy 
Birthday!

birthday

sister birthday
Summer Glory

B638
Always be on the lookout for 

the presence of wonder. 
- E. B. White

inside :  Wishing you joy and wonder.
Happy Birthday!

birthday
Books to the Ceiling

B639
Books to the ceiling, books to the sky, 

my pile of books is a mile high. 
- Arnold Lobel

inside :  Happy birthday
to my favorite bibliophile

birthday

friend birthday

birthday
Sisters

B637
A sister is a forever friend.

inside :  Happiest birthday wishes

Share My Umbrella

B633
A good friend is like a rainbow 

on a cloudy day.
-Roy G. Biv

inside :  Happy birthday, dear friend

Linden

B634
How beautiful it is to do nothing,

and then to rest afterward.
-Spanish proverb

inside :  Relax, it’s your birthday!

Bookends

B647
Every view is better with a friend. 

- Anonymous

inside :  Happy birthday
to my friend

birthday
Autumn Afternoon

B646
Whenever you read a good book, 

somewhere in the world a door opens 
to allow in more light. 

- Vera Nazarian

inside :  Happy birthday!
You make the world brighter

birthday
Welcome Home

B644
Spread love wherever you go. 

- Mother Teresa

inside :  Happy Birthday

birthday
Geraniums

B643
Friendship isn’t a big thing  —

it’s a million little things.
- Anonymous

inside : Grateful for you a
 million times over.
Happy birthday!

birthday

New! New!

Summer Welcome

B628
Happy Birthday!

inside :  Celebrating you today!

birthday



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Sugar Birthday Cards
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Paws Up Sugar

A803
There's nothing like putting 
your paws up at the end of a 
perfect day.  - Sugar

inside :  Wishing you a perfect 
day... happy birthday

birthday
Box of Sugar

A808
Life's more fun when you think 
outside the box.  - Sugar

inside :  Normal is boring.
            Happy Birthday!

birthday

Peekaboo Sugar

A809
Anything can be an adventure 
with a good friend by your side.  
- Sugar  

inside :  You're one in a million!  
                  Happy Birthday

birthday
Pitiful Sugar

A812
Cake? Please? Is it time for cake?
It’s cake time, right?  - Sugar 

inside :  How many candles 
is that in dog years?
Happy Birthday!

birthday
Smiling Sugar

A813
You make me smile so much my 
cheeks hurt.  - Sugar  

inside : Wishing you big smiles 
on your birthday!

birthday

Sugar and Spike

birthday

A814
You’re the friend everyone
wishes they had.

- Sugar  

inside : Happy birthday to 
wonderful you.

Sugar in the Sun

A816
I don’t want to adult today. I just 
want to dog. I’ll be lying down on 
the floor in the sun, 
you can pet me and bring me 

some snacks.

inside :  Find a patch of sun and
have a happy birthday!

birthday
Sugar's Happy Place

A815
So many sticks, so little time.
  - Sugar

inside :  Wishing you birthday 
abundance

birthday

Happy Sugar

A801
Happiness is enjoying the simple 
pleasures of life.  - Sugar

inside :  wishing you simple
 pleasures... happy birthday 

birthday



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Sympathy cards

Treasured Friend

B539
True friends leave footprints in 
your heart.

- Eleanor Roosevelt

inside :  with deepest sympathy

pet sympathy

Heart to Heart

B534
Love never ends. Never.

- Anonymous

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy

Wings of Time

B547
Sadness flies away on the wings 
of time.

- Jean de la Fontaine

inside :  may your heart 
                  find peace

sympathy
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Ocean Calm

B519
In times of sorrow the universe 
holds you in its embrace.

- Barbara C. Lee

inside :  may comfort and peace 
surround you

sympathy

Quiet Lilies

B530
Memories of a loved one live in 
our hearts forever.

- Margaret Thorne

inside :  sending you thoughts of 
 peace and comfort

sympathy
Clematis

B501
Fill my heart with love, that my 
every teardrop may become a star.

- Hazrat Inayat Khan

inside :  With deepest sympathy

sympathy

Morning Colors

B574
Celebrating a life well lived.

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy                 

sympathy
Peace

B579
What we have once enjoyed we can 
never lose. All that we love deeply 
becomes a part of us.

- Helen Keller

   inside :  with sympathy

sympathy

Ring of Kerry

B587
Come my friend, be not afraid. 
We are so lightly here. It is in love 
that we are made. In love we disappear.

- Leonard Cohen

inside :  with loving sympathy

sympathy
Love Never Ends

B589
Hold on to the love.

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy
Allée

B598
There is love in holding and there is 
love in letting go.

-Elizabeth Berg

inside :  holding you in my heart

sympathy
Remembrance

B613
What is precious, is never to forget.

- Stephen Spender

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Sympathy / Tough Times  / Get Well Soon

In the Current

B541
If it weren't for the rocks in its bed, 
the stream would have no song.

- Carl Perkins

inside :  may the song in your heart  
                 bring you strength in this 

difficult time

tough times

9

By the Sea

B615
The cure for anything is salt water: 
sweat, tears, or the sea.

- Isak Dinesen

inside :  sending wishes for 

comfort and healing

tough times

Ripples

B622
With heartfelt sympathy

inside :  May comfort and peace 

surround you.

sympathy
Garden Stroll

B629
Celebrating a beautiful life.

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy

get well

sympathy

Plumeria

B632
Get well soon

inside :  wishes for a speedy recovery

Serenity

B635
So sorry for your loss.

inside : with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy
Tranquility

B640
My heart is with you...

inside :  with deepest sympathy

Light Remains

B648
There are some who bring a light so 
great to the world that even after they 
have gone, the light remains.

-Anonymous

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy for 
your loss

sympathy
Thin Veil

B649
Sometimes the veil between this life 
and the life beyond becomes very thin.  
Our loved ones who have passed on 
are not far from us.

-Ezra Taft Benson

inside :  with heartfelt sympathy

sympathy
New!New!

Sailing Sugar

A802
When the sea is stormy, always 

remember you're surrounded by 
people who love you.  - Sugar

inside :  Hang in there. 
                 You're not alone.

tough times
Get Well Sugar

A806
At least this way I get extra treats... 
right?  - Sugar

inside :  put  your paws up
  and get well soon!

Get well soon

Renewal

B550
The best of healers is good cheer.

- Pindar

inside :  wishing you a speedy 
 recovery

Get well soon



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Thinking of You 

Thank You 

10

Light Gets In

B594
Ring the bells that still can ring 
Forget your perfect offering 
There is a crack in everything 
That’s how the light gets in.

- Leonard Cohen.

inside :  Thinking of you

thinking of you
Castle Garden

B609
Sending love...

-Elizabeth Berg

inside :  to you and your family

thinking of you
Foxgloves

B645
The world is brighter because of you.

inside :  Thinking of you

thinking of you
Black-eyed Susans

B576
Just to say...

inside :  thinking of you

Thinking of you

Winding Road

B517
No road is long with good 
company.

- Turkish proverb  

inside :  thanks for being there

thank you
Still Life

B533
Every act of kindness comes from 
the heart.

- Ruby Baxter 

inside :  heartfelt thanks

thank you
Monet's Iris

B555
How beautiful a day can be 
when kindness touches it.

- George Elliston

inside :  thank you

thank you
Jenni's Garden

B570
Just to say....

  

inside :  Thank You

thank you

Merci

B597
For all you do...

inside :  thank you

thank you Spiral

B606
Thank you

inside :  so much

thank you
From the Heart

B621
Kindness is contagious.

inside :  thank you

thank you
Bluebonnets

B636
For your thoughtfulness...

inside :  thank you

thank you



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Love / Miss You Cards

Mom / Dad / Baby Cards
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L'amour

B510
Life is not measured by the number of 
breaths we take, but the moments that 
take our breath away. - anonymous

inside :  I love you

love
Jungle Love

B514
I don't make sense. You don't 
make sense. Together we make 
sense.

- anonymous
inside :  a perfect match

love

Forest Path

B518
My father gave me the greatest gift 
anyone could give another person, 
he believed in me.

- Jim Valvano

inside :  To my dad

for dad
Flowers for Mom

for mom

B503
A mother's love endures through 
all.  - Washington Irving

inside :  to my mom

Love Story

B548
Where there is love there is life.

- Mahatma Ghandi

inside :  I love our life

love

Sweet Dreams

B568
Always kiss your children goodnight, 
even if they’re already asleep.

- H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

inside :  And then pour yourself a glass 
        of wine. Welcome to parenthood!

Baby
Baby Love

B559
A new baby is like the beginning 
of all things... wonder, hope, a 
dream of possibilities.

- Eda LeShan

inside :  Cherish the moments.
 Congratulations!

Baby

Love Story

B575
Every love story is beautiful but ours is 
my favorite.

- anonymous.

inside :  to my love

love

Coffee Love

B605
I love you more than coffee.

inside :  and you know how much I 

love coffee

love
Sugar in Love

A807
You know it’s true love when you 
both think you got the better deal.
- Sugar  

inside :  a perfect pair

love
Sugar's Teddy

A811
I guess I might be just the 
teensiest bit lonely.  - Sugar  

inside :  Missing you

miss  you



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Wedding / Bon Voyage / Housewarming

Anniversary Cards

12

Love's Bouquet

B529
Two lives, two hearts joined 
together in friendship, united 
forever in love.

- Anonymous

inside :  wishing you happiness 
 in your life together

wedding
Love Birds

B553
Marriage should be a duet - when 
one sings, the other claps.

- Joe Murray  

inside :  Make it a love song.  
 Congratulations!

wedding

Love's Bloom

B549
Love is old, love is new, love is 
all, love is new.

- The Beatles  

inside :  Happy Anniversary

anniversary

Bird Bath

B596
Love Birds

inside :  So happy you found each 

other. Congratulations!

wedding

Love Always

B608
Happy Anniversary

inside :  Here’s to another year

filled with love.

anniversary
Sugar's Soulmate

A810
It’s so great to find that one 
special person you want to annoy 
for the rest of your life.  - Rita 
Rudner  

inside :  Happy Anniversary

Anniversary

Blush of Love

B617
The best thing to hold onto 
in life is each other.
- Audrey Hepburn

inside :  wishing you
 much happiness

wedding

Canopy

B624
Happy Wedding!

inside :  Wishing you much joy

in your life together.

wedding

Lovely

B641
You are the world to me.

inside :  Happy Anniversary

anniversary

Take Flight

B558
Adventure is worthwhile in itself.

- Amelia Earhart

inside :  Bon voyage!

bon voyage
Home Sweet Home

B588
Home is the nicest word there is.
 - Laura Ingalls Wilder

inside :  welcome home

housewarming



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Congratulations / Graduation

Life Transition Cards

13

New Horizons

B515
Throw off the bowlines. Sail 
away from the safe harbor. Catch 
the trade winds in your sails. 
Explore! Dream! Discover!

-Mark Twain

inside :  congratulations!

congratulations
On the Move

B531
Today is your day! Your mountain is 
waiting. So... get on your way!

- Dr. Seuss

inside :  You're on your way… 
 Congratulations!

congratulations
Castle

B578
 Gather up your dreams and build 
the life you love.

- Anonymous

inside :  Here's to big dreams and 
making them come true.

congratulations
Sunny Flowers

B620
It's your time to bloom.

inside :  Here's to you!

congratulations

Extra Mile

B626
It’s your road and yours alone. 
Others may walk it with you 
but no one can walk it for you.

- Rumi

inside :  Congratulations!

congratulations
Wildflowers

B642
Chase your wildest dreams.

- Patch Adams

inside :  Congratulations!

congratulations
Sugar and Sand

A805
That was fun! What's next?  
- Sugar  

inside :  Here's to your next 
                  adventure!

congratulations
Pomp

B580
Go into the world and do well. But 
more importantly, go into the world 
and do good.

- Minor Myers

inside :  Good things await.

graduation

Morning Song

B557
Be like the bird who... resting 
on boughs  too slight, feels them 
give way beneath her and yet 
sings, knowing she has wings.

- Victor Hugo  

inside :  Trust your wings

life transition
Breathing Fire

B583
What's life without a few dragons?

- J.K Rowling.

inside :  Take heart. 
         You're a mighty dragon slayer!

life transition
Journey

B584
My favorite thing is to go 
where I have never gone.

- Diane Arbus

inside :  Here's to sights unseen!

new adventure
Retired

B625
Happy Retirement!

inside :  the adventure begins...

retirement



Holly

H901
Have a holly jolly Christmas; it's 
the best time of the year.

- Johnny Marks

inside :  Wishing you a season 
filled with good times, 

good friends and holiday cheer.

christmas
Trimming the Tree

H904
Christmas isn't just a season. 
It's a feeling.

- Edna Ferber

inside :  May the joy of the 
     season be with you all year.

christmas
Ready for Santa

H902
A balanced diet is a Christmas 

cookie in each hand.
- Anonymous

inside :  Wishing you too much of a 
                    good thing this season!

christmas
Sugar Santa

H903
All I want for Christmas is a spot 
on the couch.

- Sugar

inside :  Wishing you a season 
filled with laughter, joy and 
wagging tails.

christmas

Good Dog

H905
I swear I've been good all year!

- The Dog

inside :  Bad is the new good. 
Happy Holidays!

holiday
Inner Light

H908
In the depth of winter I finally 
learned that within me there lay 
an invincible summer.

- Albert Camus

inside :  Here's to brighter days 
and new beginnings. Happy 
Solstice!

solstice
Settle In

H906
Winter was made for warm 

blankets and long books.
- Anonymous

inside :  Wishing you a season of 
good books and the time to read 
them. Happy Holidays!

holiday
Best Gift Ever

H907
May your days be merry and 
bright.

inside :  And may all your gifts 
be page-turners. Merry 
Christmas!

christmas

Holiday Greetings
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Tinsel

H909
Merry and Bright!

inside :  wishing you all the joy of 
the season

holiday
Holiday Hike

H910
It's the most wonderful time of 
the year!

inside :  wishing you peace and 
joy this season

holiday



Yesterday's Wine Cellar

 Q018
Weeds can become roses 
when they are lovingly 
touched.

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross

Afternoon Interlude

 Q021
Within your heart, keep 
a still secret spot where 
dreams may go.

Louise Driscoll

Cheerful Welcome

 Q028
Happiness resides not in 
possessions and not in 
gold. The feeling of happi-
ness dwells in the soul.

Democritus, 420 BC

Claire's Attic

Q031
No one enjoying life can afford not to 
journey.

Kate Greenville

Morning Coffee

Q032
This time, like all other times, is a 
very good one, if we but know what to 
do with it.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Love's Light Wings

Q041
With love's light wings did I o'er-
perch these walls, for stony limits 
cannot hold love out…

William Shakespeare

Shakespeare & Co.
Bookstore

 Q008
When I'm near the end 
of a good book, I need to 
sleep in the same room 
with it.

Joan Didion

Girlfriends

 Q010
And in the sweetness of 
friendship let there be 
laughter, and sharing of 
pleasures.

Kahlil Gibran

Fresh Air from a 
Villeneuve Garden

 Q011
For in the dew of little 
things the heart finds its 
morning and is refreshed.

Kahlil Gibran

Our original line of photographic bookmark cards takes you to cliffside villages, cobbled streets and ideal reading Our original line of photographic bookmark cards takes you to cliffside villages, cobbled streets and ideal reading 
nooks around the world. Shots from China to Spain, Romania to Cuba. Plus French cats, lovable dogs, and sun-nooks around the world. Shots from China to Spain, Romania to Cuba. Plus French cats, lovable dogs, and sun-

soaked gardens. Full front image, quote inside. Detachable bookmark with art detail and quote. soaked gardens. Full front image, quote inside. Detachable bookmark with art detail and quote. 
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Sojourner's Lane

 Q029
Do not go where the path 
may lead, go instead 
where there is no path and 
leave a trail.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Journey's End

 Q053
It is good to have an end 
to journey towards; but it 
is the journey that matters 
in the end.

Ursula K. Le Guin



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Morning Meditation

 Q059
All you need within you 
is waiting to unfold and 
reveal itself.

Eileen Caddy

Mac & Rita

Q068
It just gets better. 

Anonymous

Breakfast

Q071
Love each child with abandon.  

Jacqueline Jones 

Anticipate the Voyage

 Q074
The real voyage of discov-
ery consists not in seeking 
new landscapes, but in 
having new eyes. 

Marcel Proust 
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Celestial Arbor

 Q063
One step must start each 
journey. 

Anonymous

Bounty of the Heart

Q076
You only need a heart full of grace, a 
soul generated by love.  

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Françoise' Gate

 Q077
The future belongs to 
those who believe in the 
beauty of their dreams. 

Eleanor Roosevelt

Plazuela de San Roque

Q087
A heart that loves is always young.

Greek proverb

Plaza de Colores

Q091
The sun is new each day.

Heraclitus, c. 500 B.C.

Ready to Go

 Q093
You have brains in your head. 
You have feet in your shoes. 
You can steer yourself any 
direction you choose.

Dr. Seuss



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Dinner on the Square

Q095
The warmth of a friend's presence 
brings joy to our hearts, sunlight to 
our souls, and pleasure to all life. 

Anonymous

 
Plaza de Armas

 Q099
Books may be the only 
real magic.

Alice Hoffman

Stepping Out

Q102
Follow what you love and it will take 
you where you want to be.

Natalie Goldberg

Taxi

 Q105
If you're worried about 
falling off the bike, you'll 
never get on.

Lance Armstrong

Siesta

 Q106
Loving compassion is 
like sunlight, waking and 
bringing joy to others.

Tarthang Tulku

Claudia's Tea Party

 Q112
You can never get a cup of 
tea large enough or a book 
long enough to suit me.

C.S. Lewis

Heart's Garden

Q110
May our heart's garden of awakening 
bloom with hundreds of flowers.

Thich Nhat Hanh

Passageway

Q115
Go confidently in the direction of 
your dreams. Live the life  you’ve 
imagined.

Henry David Thoreau

Stairs at Dawn

Q117
Wherever you go, go with all your 
heart.

Confucius
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Hacienda de las Amigas

Q094
A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

Keats

Caribbean Gate

 Q108
A single sunbeam is 
enough to drive away any 
shadows.

St. Francis of Assisi

Charlotte's Friend

 Q109
Nothing makes a house 
cozier than cats.

Gladys Taber



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Cozy Corner

Q119
Just the knowledge that a good book 
is awaiting one at the end of a long 
day makes that day happier.

Kathleen Norris

Eva’s Rose

 Q121
The little things are infinitely 
the most important.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Hydrangea and Friends

Q129
Flowers are love's truest language.

Park Benjamin

Sunlit Reverie

Q130
If you are a dreamer, come in! 

Shel Silverstein

Lace at Daybreak

Q131
Magic is believing in yourself. 

Goethe

Traveller's Bouquet

 Q132
Life's a journey, not a 
destination.  

Anonymous

Branches

 Q133
May our joy outline the 
lives we touch without 
ceasing.  

Irish blessing

Books In Bloom

Q137
With a few flowers in my garden, half 
a dozen pictures and some books, I 
live without envy.

Lope de Vega

Balcony Cheer

Q138
Dancing on the edge is the only place 
to be.

Trisha Brown

Profusion

Q139
Friends are flowers in life's garden.

Proverb
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Cody's Window

 Q128
It's really the cat's house - 
we just pay the mortgage.  

Anonymous

Crimson Glory

 Q127
Be the change that you 
wish to see in the world.

Mahatma Ghandi



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Village At Dawn

Q141
Hope, beauty and friendship endure.

Jacqueline Jones

Tomorrow's Dream

 Q143
Follow your bliss... and 
doors will open where you 
didn't know they were going 
to be.  

Joseph Campbell

New Day

 Q144
We are all meant to shine.  

Barack Obama

New Vistas

Q147
Man cannot discover new oceans 
unless he has the courage to lose sight 
of the shore.

André Gide

Reading Corner

 Q148
Give me a room whose every 
nook is dedicated to a book.  

Robert Southy

View Through Time

Q149
Love builds bridges where there are 
none.

R.H. Delaney

Dog Paddle

Q150
As you move through life, leave a 
wake of kindness.

Margaret Hale

Texas Pastel

Q153
Live in the sunshine, swim the sea, 
drink the wild air.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Portal

Q154
In dreams we enter a world that's 
entirely our own.

Steven Kloves, 
Harry Potter Screenplay

Reflections

 Q155
The best mirror is an old 
friend.  

George Herbert

Treasures

 Q156
I love everything that's old: 
old friends, old times, old 
manners, old books, old 
wines.  

Oliver Goldsmith

Ribbons

 Q157
True wisdom lies in gather-
ing the precious things out 
of each day as it goes by.  

E. S. Bouton
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Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

On Tiptoe

 Q158
Cats never strike a pose that 
isn't photogenic.  

Lillian Jackson Braun

In Full Bloom

Q159
A dream you dream alone is only a 
dream. A dream you dream together 
is reality.

John Lennon

Timeless

Q162
I cannot live without books.

Thomas Jefferson, 
(letter to John Adams 1815)

Patio Paradise

 Q163
Gratitude is happiness 
doubled by wonder.  

G.K. Chesterton

Invitation

 Q164
Follow your dreams, trans-
form your life.  

Paulo Coelho

Double Trouble

 Q165
Happy is the home with at 
least one cat.  

Italian proverb

Good Morning, Zoe

Q166
To do list:
            eat, 
            play, 
            nap, 
            play, 
            wag.

    -Zoe

Among Friends

Q167
There is no friend as loyal as a book.

Ernest Hemingway

Greenhouse

Q168
A good laugh is sunshine in the 
house.
William Makepeace Thackeray

Old Growth

 Q169
It takes a long time to grow 
an old friend.  

John Leonard

Parasol

 Q172
Won't you come into the 
garden? I would like my 
roses to see you.  

Richard B. Sheridan

Quality Time

 Q173
Time spent with cats is never 
wasted.  

Colette
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Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Your Path

 Q174
Let yourself be silently drawn by 
the strong pull of what you really 
love. It will not lead you astray. 

Rumi

Toes in the Sand

 Q175
The most beautiful view is 
the one I share with you.  

Anonymous

Pisces

 Q176
Books are a uniquely 
portable magic.  

Stephen King

Fanfare

 Q178
Whatever you need, open 
yourself to receiving it. 

Anonymous

Vintage

Q180
In a very real sense, we are the au-
thors of our own lives.
Mandy Aftel

Bright Day

 Q182
The most important word in 
the English language is 
hope. 

Eleanor Roosevelt

Side by Side

 Q183
A friend is somebody you 
want to be around when you 
feel like being by yourself.

Barbara Burrow

Sunlit Moment

 Q184
If we take care of the 
moments, the years will 
take care of themselves. 
Maria Edgeworth

La Ville Lumière

 Q186
Oh, what about love?  
Jennifer Browne

Great Wall

    Q188
Adventure is worthwhile in itself.  
Amelia Earhart

Light Your Way

 Q189
A thousand dreams within 
me softly burn.  
Arthur Rimbaud

Entryway

 Q191
We must be willing to let go 
of the life we planned so as 
to have the life that is wait-
ing for us.  

Joseph Campbell21



Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Stonehenge

Q193
Nothing happens unless first a dream.

Carl Sandburg

Here

Q194
Where you are right now is exactly 
where you are supposed to be.

Anonymous

Charlie Byrne's

Q196
So many books, so little time.

Frank Zappa

Garden Wall

 Q198
May flowers always line your 
path and sunshine light your 
day.  

Irish Blessing

Morning Stroll

 Q199
Roads were made for 
journeys not destinations.  

Confucious

Extravagance

Q200
My garden grows hope in lavish 
profusion, leaving little room for 
anything else.

Sharon Kay Penman

Keepsakes

Q201
Keep some souvenirs of your past, or 
how will you ever prove it wasn't all a 
dream?

Ashleigh Brilliant

Olive Grove

Q202
Nature's peace will flow into you as 
sunshine flows through trees.

John Muir

Just Because

 Q203
Friends make the world 
beautiful.  

Anonymous

Classics

 Q204
Everything I read 
becomes a part of me.  

Anonymous

Test of Time

Q205
The beauty of the heart is everlasting 
beauty.

Rumi
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Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Spanish Garden

Q206
One who plants a garden plants  
happiness.

Chinese Proverb

Umbrellas

 Q207
Never lose an opportunity 
of seeing anything that is 
beautiful.  

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Pathway

 Q208
May light always shine 
brightly on your path.  

Native American Prayer

Sunflowers

 Q209
Keep your face to the 
sunshine and you cannot see 
the shadows. It’s what the 
sunflowers do.  

Helen Keller

Hidden Gate

 Q210
Still round the corner there 
may wait, a new road or a 
secret gate.  

J.R.R. Tolkien
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A Once Feral Cat

C1001
The cure for boredom is curios-
ity. There is no cure for curiosity.

- Ellen Parr

blank inside

Afternoons in Spring

C1002
Nothing makes the earth seem 
so spacious as to have friends at a 
distance; they make the latitudes 
and longitudes.

- Henry David Thoreau

blank inside

Basic Necessities

C1003
We lose ourselves in books. We 
find ourselves there too.

- Anonymous

blank inside

Blossoming of Thoughts

C1004
Either write something worth 
reading or do something worth 
writing.

- Benjamin Franklin

blank inside

Buds

C1005
Never lose an opportunity of see-
ing anything that is beautiful.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

blank inside

Confidantes

C1006
A friend is somebody you want 
to be around when you feel like 
being by yourself.

- Barbara Burrow

blank inside

Dawn Thinking

C1007
When books are opened you 
discover that you have wings.

- Helen Hayes

blank inside

Friday Nights

C1008
The minute I heard my first love 
story, I started looking for you.

- Rumi

blank inside

Ideas

C1009
Creating is the essence of life.

- Julius Caesar

blank inside

March Sun

C1010
How lovely is the silence of grow-
ing things.

- Anonymous

blank inside

My Favorite Things

C1011
Cats are connoisseurs of 
comfort.

- James Herriot

blank inside

New Cat, New Day

C1012
The best journey leads you home.

- Anonymous

blank inside

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Bulbs sprouting at the back door, the broken-in reading chair, a cat napping in the window. Oil tableaus that depict the Bulbs sprouting at the back door, the broken-in reading chair, a cat napping in the window. Oil tableaus that depict the 
best of home. United by a modern, coordinated palette, so they look even better together. Front art and quote; blank best of home. United by a modern, coordinated palette, so they look even better together. Front art and quote; blank 

inside for your own greeting. Detachable bookmark with art detail and one-word amulet. inside for your own greeting. Detachable bookmark with art detail and one-word amulet. 
Original art by Deborah DeWit.Original art by Deborah DeWit.
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Rain

C1014
Most cats, when they are out 
want to be in, and vice versa, and 
often simultaneously.

- Louis J. Camuti

blank inside

Saturday Mornings

C1015
It's really the cat's house; we just 
pay the mortgage.

- Anonymous

blank inside

Sun Porch

C1016
Happy is the home with at least 
one cat.

- Italian proverb

blank inside

Potentials

C1013
Wisdom begins in wonder.

- Socrates

blank inside

The Dreamer

C1017
Every great dream begins with a 
dreamer.

- Harriet Tubman

blank inside

The Exchange

C1018
Books may be the only real 
magic.

- Alice Hoffman

blank inside

The Traveler

C1020
I travel not to go anywhere, but 
to go.

- Robert Louis Stevenson

blank inside

To the Beach

C1021
What lies behind us and what lies 
before us are tiny matters com-
pared to what lies within us.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

blank inside

Woman Climbing a Mountain

C1023
If you can imagine it, you can 
achieve it.

- William Arthur Ward

blank inside

Words on the Wind

C1024
Friends are the family we choose 
for ourselves.

- Edna Buchanan

blank inside

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!
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The Romantic

C1026
Where there's tea, there's hope.

- Arthur Wing Pinero

blank inside

Legacy

C1025
We read to know we are not 
alone.

- C.S. Lewis

blank inside



The Reader

C1027
I was born with a reading list I 
will never finish.

- Maud Casey

blank inside

The Evening Paper

C1028
You haven't lived until you've 
lived with a cat.

- Doris Day

blank inside

Summer Mail

C1029
I didn't have time to write a 
short letter so I wrote a long one 
instead.

- Mark Twain

blank inside

Dreams

C1030
Book lovers never go to bed 
alone.

- Anonymous

blank inside

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!
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The Last Summer Notes

C1501
Anyone who keeps the ability to see 
beauty never grow old.
- Franz Kafka

inside :  Wishing you a beautiful day.

Happy Birthday!

birthday
The First Warm Evening

C1502
He who is contented is rich.
- Lao Tzu

inside :  Wishing you simple pleasures

on your birthday.

birthday
Crocosmia

C1503
As you start to walk out on the way,
the way appears.
- Rumi

inside :  Good things await. 

Congratulations!

congratulations

Rainy Day Consolations

C1504
I am a part of everything I have read. 
 - Theodore Roosevelt

inside :  Welcome to your new 

chapter... Happy Birthday!

birthday
Preserving Summer

C1505
Dreams are necessary to life. 
 - Anaïs Nin

inside :  Dream on... Happy Birthday!

birthday



Plot Twist

D2001
The really happy person is one who 
can enjoy the scenery on a detour.

- Anonymous

Inside: You make life fun. 
                Happy Birthday!

Perfectly Normal

D2002
Remember as far as anyone knows we 
are a nice, normal family.

- Anonymous

Inside: We may be nuts but at least 
we have each other.  Happy Birthday!

Remember Me?

D2003
We’ll be friends until we’re old 
and senile, then we’ll be new 
friends.  - Anonymous

Inside: Friends forever 
                Happy Birthday!

Page Turner

D2004
I tried everything to get to sleep 
last night. Well, everything except 
closing the book and putting it on the 
nightstand.  - Anonymous

Inside: To a fellow book addict. 
Happy birthday! 

birthday birthday birthday birthday

Cordless Alarm

D2005
The best kind of alarm clock is 
the purring kind.

- Terri Guillemets

Inside: Have a purrfect birthday

Book A ddict

D2006
Fill your house with stacks of books, in 
all the crannies and all the nooks.  
- Dr. Seuss

Inside: Here's to stacks of books and 
the time to read them. Happy Birthday!

Ever After

D2007
Then they sat on the edge of the earth, 
their feet dangling over the side and 
marveled that they had found each 
other.  - Erik Dillard

Inside: Meant to be. Congratulations!

Good Dog!

D2008
It's hard not to immediately fall in 
love with a dog who has a good sense 
of humor.  - Kate Dicamillo

Inside: I'll bake the cupcakes if you 
train the dog. Happy Birthday!

birthday birthday wedding birthday

Book Fix

D2009
Whoever said money can’t buy happi-
ness has obviously never been inside a 
bookstore.  - Anonymous

Inside: From one book lover to 
another. Happy birthday!

Modern Art

D2010
Well behaved women seldom make 
history.  - Laurel Thatcher Ulrich

Inside: Hope this year is one for the 
history books.   Happy birthday!

Mayhem

D2011
I solomnly swear I am up to no 
good.  - J.K. Rowling

Inside: Bad dogs have more fun.  
Happy birthday!

Sapling

D2012
The best time to plant a tree was 
twenty years ago. The second best 
time is now.  - proverb

Inside: Good things await. 
Congratulations!

birthday birthday birthday congrats

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!

Inked sketches that will make you laugh—or pull at your heartstrings. This character-based line, designed for Stonehenge, Inked sketches that will make you laugh—or pull at your heartstrings. This character-based line, designed for Stonehenge, 
is for anyone with a playful perspective on celebrations, friendships, and our (sometimes loony) families. Front art and is for anyone with a playful perspective on celebrations, friendships, and our (sometimes loony) families. Front art and 

quote, greeting inside. Tear-off bookmark with art detail and quote. Original art by David Vandervoort.quote, greeting inside. Tear-off bookmark with art detail and quote. Original art by David Vandervoort.
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Flight

D2013
Sometimes you've got to jump off the 
cliff and build your wings on the way 
down.  - Ray Bradbury

Inside: The Wright brothers have 
nothing on you.  Congratulations

Blessings

D2014
Count your age by friends, not years. 
Count your life by smiles, not tears.

- John Lennon

Inside: Celebrating fabulous you. 
Happy Birthday!

Bonk!

D2015
By far the greatest moment of my 
life was the one when you walked 
into it.  - Anne Hathaway

Inside: I love us.

Multitasker

D2016
Any mother could perform the jobs of 
several traffic controllers with ease. 
 - Lisa Alther

Inside: To the original Super-Mom

congrats birthday love mom

Inspire

D2017
We never really know all the ways 
we touch each other's lives.

- Anonymous

Inside: The world is better 
because of you.

Moments

D2018
If I know what love is, it is because of 
you.  - Hermann Hesse

Inside: You are amazing

Stonehenge

D2019
It always seems impossible until it's 
done.  - Nelson Mandela

Inside: Here's to your monumental 
success

Proud Papa

D2020
A father carries pictures where his 
money used to be.  - Anonymous

Inside: To a dad with his priorities 
straight

thank you mom / child go for it! dad

Cuteness

D2021
Sometimes the smallest things take up 
the most room in your heart.  
- A. A. Milne

Inside: Lucky baby!  Lucky you!

Ducklings

D2022
Appreciate good people. They are 
hard to come by.  - Anonymous

Inside: Thanks for all you do.

Best Medicine

D2023
Warning: humor may be hazard-
ous to your illness.  - Ellie Katz

Inside: Wishing you a speedy 
recovery

Sunrise

D2024
You cry a little and then you wait for 
the sun to come out. It always does. 
 - The Sound of Music

Inside: I'm here for you while you 
wait.

baby thank you get well tough times

Each card has a tear-off bookmark!
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